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This Week:




Developers Collaborate on Mobility
Offender 360 Brings Benefits to State
Governor’s Technology Advisory Board

Developers Collaborate on Mobility
State Mobile Developers met this week and had the opportunity to
network and share knowledge with colleagues on the Going Mobile
in Illinois initiative. Topics included available development tools,
mobility challenges, best practices and the importance of the user
experience. For those who are interested but were unable to
attend, please contact Ramnath Cidambi for information regarding state standards or the Mobile
Competency Working Group.
Offender 360 Brings Benefits to State
The Offender 360 program has made impressive progress
and many benefits are being realized. Previously, offender
information was in disparate, outdated systems and now
the system operates in a cloud-based environment that allows for workflow and real-time reports
and access to information. The ability to share data between state and counties and cost savings
are just two of the many advancements from Offender 360. Read more on this effort on the DoIT
Dialogue Blog.
Governor’s Technology Advisory Board Provides Transformation Guidance
The Governor’s Strategic Advisory Board met earlier this week and
provided valuable insights by leaders from a cross section of
industries. The input of this group brings valuable perspectives to
accelerate Illinois’ innovation and modernization efforts, as well as
makes strides in Building a Borderless Culture. The meeting included
high impact content and idea generation on how to benefit our state, including the future of jobs
and Illinois’ digital economy.

DoIT FYIs & Reminders
Let’s Celebrate!
DoIT’s Anniversary - DoIT will celebrate one year as a state agency with a Food
Truck event at the Springfield headquarters (120 W. Jefferson) on Friday, June 30
from 11am-2pm. Staff is invited to attend during their regularly scheduled lunch time and food
truck favorites will be available for individual purchase.
Senior Hall of Fame
The Department of Aging (DOA) is accepting nominations for the 2017 Senior Hall of Fame, an
annual event recognizing senior citizens who have positively influenced the quality of life in Illinois.
If you would like to nominate someone, click here for the nomination form.

